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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
This material has been prepared solely for purposes of illustration and
discussion. Under no circumstances should the information contained
herein be used or considered as an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer
to buy any security. The information contained herein is proprietary and
may not be reproduced or circulated in whole or in part.
All information, including performance information, has been prepared
in good faith; however, Partners Group makes no representation or
warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of
the information, and nothing herein shall be relied upon as a promise
or representation as to past or future performance. This material may
include information that is based, in part or in full, on hypothetical
assumptions, models, and/or other analyses of Partners Group or any
of its affiliates (which may not necessarily be described herein), and no
representation or warranty is made as to the reasonableness of any such
assumptions, models, or analyses. The information set forth herein was
gathered from various sources that Partners Group believes, but does
not guarantee, to be reliable. Unless stated otherwise, any opinions
expressed herein are current as of the date hereof and are subject to
change at any time. All sources that have not been otherwise credited
have derived from Partners Group.
The projections, forecasts, and estimates of Partners Group contained
herein are for illustrative purposes only and are based on Partners
Group’s current views and assumptions, which are subject to change
at any time. Such projections, forecasts, and estimates involve known
and unknown risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results,
performance, or events to differ materially from those anticipated
in the summary information. Partners Group expressly disclaims
any obligation or undertaking to update or revise any projections,
forecasts, or estimates contained in this material to reflect any change
in events, conditions, assumptions, or circumstances on which any such
statements are based unless so required by applicable law.
Private markets investments are speculative and involve a substantial
degree of risk. Private markets investments are highly illiquid and are
not required to provide periodic pricing or valuation information to
investors with respect to individual investments. There is no secondary
market for the investors’ interest, and none is expected to develop. In
addition, there may be certain restrictions on transferring interests.
Past results are not indicative of future performance, and performance
may be volatile.
All Partners Group investments mentioned herein were made on behalf
of the firm’s clients, not on behalf of Partners Group Holding AG or any
of its affiliates.
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1
FOREWORD
SINCE THE CHANCELLOR’S ANNOUNCEMENT TO
PARLIAMENT IN NOVEMBER 2020 AND THE CHALLENGE
LETTER TO ENCOURAGE AN ‘INVESTMENT BIG BANG’1 FROM
THE PRIME MINISTER AND CHANCELLOR IN AUGUST 2021,
THE FOCUS ON LONG-TERM ASSETS AND ENCOURAGEMENT
TOWARDS THE LONG TERM ASSET FUND (LTAF) AS A
VEHICLE FOR DC SAVERS TO ACCESS ILLIQUID LONG-TERM
INVESTMENTS HAS CONTINUED TO GROW.
While the extensive benefits from investing in illiquid private market
assets, such as portfolio diversification and potential for greater long-term
net of fees returns, have been reaped for decades by DB pension schemes,
there has been limited uptake to date from their DC pension counterparts.
The creation of LTAFs is here to help change that. The LTAF structure is
designed to provide easier, simpler access to long-term private markets
investments such as infrastructure and private equity for DC investors.
Partners Group2 is a leading global private markets firm, investing since
1996. Private markets investments such as infrastructure, private equity,
private credit and private real estate are some of the key long-term asset
classes which could be accessed via an LTAF. Partners Group currently
manages USD 119 billion in such private markets investments on behalf of
a global client base of institutional investors.
This guide aims to explore in detail the LTAF structure and demystify
private markets investing and provide trustees with a useful tool to aid
discussions with managers and members alike.

1. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/a-challenge-letter-from-the-prime-minister-and-chancellor-to-the-uks-institutional-investors
2. Source: Partners Group, August 2021. All references to Partners Group refer to Partners Group Holding AG.
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INTRODUCTION
THE BENEFITS AND ATTRACTIONS OF LONG-TERM INVESTING ARE BROADLY UNDERSTOOD
BY MOST INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS – AND THEY ALSO UNDERSTAND THAT THE GREATER
POTENTIAL FOR INCREASED NET OF FEES RETURNS AND IMPROVED MEMBER OUTCOMES
GENERALLY OUTWEIGHS THE CHALLENGE OF INCREASED ILLIQUIDITY OF SUCH ASSET
CLASSES. HOWEVER, THE EXISTING UK DC LANDSCAPE WITH THE REQUIREMENT FOR
DAILY LIQUIDITY ON PLATFORMS HAS SUBSTANTIALLY HINDERED TAKE-UP FROM UK DC
INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS TO DATE.
The government believes in the benefits that long-term investing in private markets asset classes such as private
equity and infrastructure can bring, and, to inspire take-up from DC investors, is encouraging the launch of LTAFs
– long-term asset funds. 3 One such motivation for this encouragement is the positive resulting contribution to the
enhancement and growth of companies and organisations, and therefore the wider economy. 4
The LTAF structure is a conduit that seeks to provide DC investors with easier access to these long-term investments.
With this guide, trustees will be able to explore what private markets investments are, what potential benefits such
investments can bring to investors and how the LTAF structure seeks to simplify governance and improve accessibility
for DC schemes and members alike. In addition, viewpoints from industry leaders and a checklist are presented to
trustees, comprising key considerations and focus areas to help them navigate available options when contemplating
private markets investments via an LTAF.

3. Chancellor sets out ambition for future of UK financial services, November 2020
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/chancellor-sets-out-ambition-for-future-of-uk-financial-services
4. Financing growth in innovative firms: consultation, HM Treasury, August 2017
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/642456/financing_growth_in_innovative_firms_consultation_web.pdf
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WHAT ARE EXAMPLES
OF PRIVATE MARKETS
INVESTMENTS?
PRIVATE MARKETS INVESTMENTS ARE COMPANIES AND ASSETS WHICH ARE PRIVATELY HELD, AND
THEREFORE NOT TRADED ON A STOCK EXCHANGE.
Private markets asset classes include private equity, private infrastructure, private credit, private real estate and venture
capital. The holding period of such private markets investments is typically several years (4-7 years on average) which is in
stark contrast to public markets investments such as listed equities or bonds where these can typically be traded daily.
Examples of private markets investments include an infrastructure investment in a renewable offshore wind platform
(Merkur Offshore) and a company specialising in digital product engineering (GlobalLogic).

5

Barnett Waddingham LLP:
Hugo Gravell, DC Investment Consultant

In many ways illiquid assets are ideally suited for DC members: they provide an alternative source
of those all-important returns in exchange for liquidity, which by and large DC members don’t
need anyway. In some ways they can also provide more targeted approaches to managing ESG and
climate-related financial risks.
I welcome any development which will improve trustees’ confidence in using illiquid assets.
As a dedicated fund structure for illiquid asset classes, the LTAF has clear potential to provide
confidence around the valuation of assets, the handling of liquidity risk, and the quality of
disclosures around the assets used and charging structures.
We are also hopeful that the conversation generated by the introduction of LTAFs will itself
increase willingness to introduce an allocation to illiquid asset classes in DC schemes.

5. For illustrative purposes only. Source: Partners Group, August 2021. Rationale: recent private equity and infrastructure realised transactions of Partners Group.
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THE BENEFITS OF
INVESTING IN PRIVATE
MARKETS
The benefits of investing in private markets can be highlighted with the following characteristics:
	Increased diversification benefits versus public markets, with alternate sources of risk/return thereby
complementing a more traditional portfolio of equities and bonds
Greater potential for long-term capital appreciation and increased net of fees investment returns
	Credit or real asset (infrastructure/real estate) investments also have the potential to provide income
through a recurring yield
	Access to investments that are not available publicly. Recent research highlighted that 85% of companies
in the US with annual revenues over $100m are private, with only 15% being public6
	Improved governance on an asset level (where typically equity ownership stakes are 50%+) through an
entrepreneurial ownership approach
There are also some potential challenges associated with investing in private markets, such as the following:
Private markets are generally illiquid and inherently have a longer-term holding period (4-7 years on average)
	Greater complexity around the sourcing of underlying investments, due diligence, legal structuring and
investment monitoring
	Greater cost (management fees) due to significantly increased manager resources needed to staff
investment teams, perform due diligence, monitor and source investments

Lane Clark & Peacock LLP:
Laura Myers, Partner, Head of DC

In my view it is essential that DC members have access to the same tools that DB pensions have. DC
members shoulder the investment risk themselves and we know finding the required growth for them
is key: we need to ensure we’re accessing illiquid investments where required so that they have the
best potential opportunity to get a comfortable living standard in retirement.

6. Source Capital IQ, as of February 2021.
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Investments in private markets such as private equity and infrastructure have outperformed public markets (listed
equities) equivalents over the long term and are generally expected to continue to outperform in the future. The following
analysis illustrates the performance of private equity compared to listed equities over the long term.7
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7. https://www.bain.com/insights/public-vs-private-markets-global-private-equity-report-2020/
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This outperformance could be said to come from a variety of sources. For instance, private markets investments generally
have controlling equity stakes with board representation, so the influence that can be exerted by a private markets
investment manager is substantially more impactful than a listed equity manager who perhaps has a small non-controlling
equity stake in a listed company.
In addition, the holding periods of private markets are 4-7 years on average, which allows for longer-term strategic value
creation initiatives to be undertaken. There is the argument that for listed companies the attention of senior management
could be more focused on shorter-term initiatives driving near-term profits, earnings and the share price rather than longterm strategic growth plans.
Lastly, the outperformance of private markets over public markets could be in part due to the inherent illiquidity of private
markets. For instance, during times of heightened volatility, public equity investors may be forced to sell for liquidity
purposes (at lower valuations, essentially crystallising losses), whereas private markets investors, assuming they can
manage liquidity needs elsewhere, can simply hold on to a private market investment for longer, and sell when the market
environment is more favourable (i.e. avoiding crystallising losses by selling at an unfavourable time).

London Stock Exchange Group:
Matthew Webb, Global Head of Benefits and Mobility

In 2017, the Refinitiv Retirement Plan trustees reviewed their default investment strategy and were
keen to include new thinking in design options. As a result, they decided to include an allocation to
private markets with Partners Group for the Early Growth element of the strategy. The reasons for
including private markets included the potential for higher returns and diversification (as well as lower
volatility). In the three years since, including a major market disruption event, the allocation
has delivered as expected and the trustees are very pleased with their decision.

WHY NET OF FEES RETURNS ARE MORE IMPORTANT THAN COSTS ALONE
The following illustration presents hypothetical investment allocations of two DC members, and the associated impact on
charges and potential net returns with and without a private markets allocation. Given the long-term outperformance of
private markets net of all fees versus listed markets, as illustrated by the datasets shown in this guide, it would be expected
that members receive improved outcomes (i.e. a larger pension pot at retirement) from an allocation to private markets.
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MEMBER A

MEMBER B

Source: Partners Group (2021), for illustrative purposes only.

MEMBER A

MEMBER B

No private markets allocation, 100% passive
listed equities

Private markets allocation (10-20%) that generates
outperformance, combined with passive listed equities
(80-90%)

Fees paid over life of DC membership: low

Fees paid over life of DC membership: higher

Net returns achieved: medium

Net returns achieved: higher

With this hypothetical (oversimplified) example, although Member B paid higher costs over the long term, their ultimate
pension pot is larger, net of all fees. This exemplifies the importance of overall value for money versus viewing costs alone
in an isolated manner. The cheapest or lowest-cost investment option is not synonymous with value for money nor better
member outcomes.

JP Morgan UK Pension Plan:
Rene Poisson, Chair of the JP Morgan UK Pension Plan and its Investment Committee

In 2017 the JP Morgan UK Pension Plan trustees incorporated the Partners Group Generations
Fund in the initial and mid growth elements of the default strategy. The fund is also available and
has proved to be a popular self-select choice. Since inception the fund has delivered as expected.
The benefits of incorporating illiquid assets are well rehearsed and looking to the future, for
immature DC funds with growing default strategies, the illiquidity of the LTAF structure should
not present a problem.
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This concept links in with the efforts of the Productive Finance Working Group with regards to shifting the dialogue away
from an isolated focus on costs and moving discussions towards overall value for money and member outcomes. From
October 2021, DC schemes have been obliged to publish their net returns in addition to their costs. While costs are an
important consideration of investing, it is the overall net of fees returns that are a far greater determinant of ultimate DC
pension member outcomes.
With the inclusion of private markets investments, achieving improved net of fees outcomes for DC members in their
retirement is a distinct possibility. Furthermore, the long-term investment horizon of such private markets investments
(on average four to seven years) is well suited to the long-term nature of DC members who have the potential to hold their
investments for decades.

Macfarlanes LLP:
Lora Froud, Partner

With scheme members living longer and chronically low
interest rates, many DC scheme trustees will be looking for
ways to increase investment returns, and diversification
into private markets investments is something many are
considering.
DC scheme trustees are understandably used to focussing
on the costs of management of the assets in the scheme’s
portfolio to protect the interests of scheme members.
However, managers of private markets investments do
charge higher fees than managers of more mainstream asset
classes. Therefore, DC trustees will need to be comfortable
that the potential for the generation of higher returns
associated with private markets investments justifies
the additional costs of management. This means that DC
scheme trustees will need to adjust to thinking about the
potential to create value for scheme members, rather than
focussing predominantly on costs.
It is hoped that DC scheme trustees will have increased
confidence to access private markets investment through an
LTAF, given it is a vehicle which will have been authorised
by the FCA for sale to DC schemes, and must comply with a
regulatory framework with strong governance and investor
protection at its core.
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ESG CONSIDERATIONS
WITHIN PRIVATE MARKETS
INVESTMENTS
ESG HAS INCREASINGLY BECOME AN EMBEDDED FACET OF INVESTING THROUGH A BROAD SPECTRUM OF
THE INVESTING UNIVERSE, ACROSS PRIVATE MARKETS AND PUBLIC MARKETS ALIKE. IN ADDITION, TRUSTEE
INTEREST AND FOCUS IN HOW THEIR INVESTMENT MANAGERS APPROACH ESG IN THEIR PORTFOLIO IS
DEVELOPING – CONSIDERING THE REGULATORY REPORTING REQUIREMENTS WITHIN ANNUAL STATEMENT
OF INVESTMENT PRINCIPLES REPORTS AND EVEN INDIVIDUAL MEMBER INTEREST IN THE TOPIC HAS LED TO
SIGNIFICANT ADVANCEMENTS IN BOTH INDUSTRY PRACTICES AND REPORTING.
An increasingly important question in the investment management industry today is how investors can trigger change in
companies’ environmental and social impact. While public markets investment managers can exclude certain industries
or allocate more capital to sustainable firms, private markets investment managers can approach ESG factors through
a variety of methods. Due to the potentially large, controlling stakes held in businesses or assets (i.e. 50% or greater of
the equity holding), as well as the long holding periods (typically four to seven years on average), the potential for private
markets investments to have long-term, positive ESG impacts is considerable. Private markets investment managers’
‘active ownership’ approach allows them to engage frequently with portfolio companies and steer ESG improvement
initiatives. Examples include transforming a business through the markets in which it operates (e.g. transitioning energy
infrastructure assets to cleaner energy sources over time), improving the products or services it sells (e.g. utilising a
greater proportion of recyclable materials in manufacture), as well as initiating and implementing new ESG initiatives
(e.g. additional health and safety or diversity and inclusion policies).
It is important to highlight that material ESG measures are highly connected to both the revenues and costs of a company
in the long run, and therefore poor performance on a critical environmental, social or governance issue over a period of
four to seven years can only be detrimental to a company’s financial performance – and therefore to the ultimate outcome
for the investment manager and its investors. The consideration of sustainability factors and ESG measurement is an
integral part of an investment and risk management process, thus contributing to an improved risk-return profile for
private markets investments despite the asset class’ illiquidity.
In terms of governance, private markets investment managers also increasingly
adhere to high reporting and transparency standards with respect to their ESG
activities and impact, as well as their fees. Through the Cost Transparency Initiative,
pension scheme trustees can expect to see detailed reports on the investment costs
and charges borne by all their investments. This transparency on costs is a broadly
welcomed initiative to help enable pension scheme trustees to consider both cost
transparency and net of fees returns when considering investment allocations.
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Mobius Life:
Joshun Sandhu, Lead Investment Strategist

To date, we have sought to enable pension schemes to access private markets though this has been
through complex fund structures. The LTAF now offers a simplified and regulated onshore structure
with additional transparency and governance. This will give investors confidence to allocate to private
markets, particularly DC schemes, and we stand ready to support them in accessing and managing
the LTAF in their overall portfolio. We expect the work of the PFWG to incentivise asset managers to
offer more specialist solutions for DC members, increasing competition and innovation. The growing
industry appetite will help DC schemes achieve their ESG and climate objectives by encouraging
investment into assets that can make a positive impact.

An example of a private markets investment and how
an emphasis on the ESG approach led to both positive
financial outcomes (through attractive investment
returns) and a meaningful and measurable ESG impact
is illustrated through the following case study of PCI
Pharma Services.

October 2021
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CASE STUDY:

PCI PHARMA SERVICES8
PCI Pharma Services is a leading global provider of outsourced pharmaceutical services
Offering includes packaging, clinical trial and drug manufacturing services

Source: Partners Group (2021). For illustrative purposes only.

PCI was acquired by Partners Group in July 2016. In 2020, Partners Group sold its majority equity stake in PCI on
behalf of its clients. Substantial ESG progress was made during Partners Group’s holding period. Two key areas of
ESG initiatives that were prioritised were health and safety as well as resource management.
Health and safety: Historically, PCI’s health and safety management was decentralised, with each plant
leader responsible for oversight and performance. Under Partners Group’s ownership, the company worked to
standardise best practices globally and established a global safety team that aligns and monitors PCI’s health and
safety approach across sites. One of PCI’s key health and safety goals was to reduce its Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) incident rate. At the end of 2019, PCI’s OSHA incident rate stood at 1.8, which was
aligned with the company’s target rate of below 2.0.
Resource management: PCI also focused on reducing energy use and waste. Early in Partners Group’s
ownership period, the company engaged with an external energy management consultant to identify low- and
no-cost measures to reduce its energy consumption and related greenhouse gas emissions at its Philadelphia
and Rockford plants. Following the completion of this assessment, PCI worked to implement the recommended
measures, including lighting replacements, utility bill monitoring and management, and improved air leak
detection. In addition, the company worked to reduce its volume of production scrap and has set a goal to achieve
zero waste to landfill by 2021.

8. Source: Partners Group (2021), for illustrative purposes. There is no assurance that similar investments will be made. PCI Pharma Services is used as a case
study of value creation of an exited investment of Partners Group.
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ESG initiative

Description

Impact

KPI tracked

Target KPI9

Energy
management

Conduct Energy Treasure
Hunt in US-based factories
(BMS system)

Reduced utilities and
continued conservation
efforts; $1.6M EBITDA
impact

Reduction
in energy
consumption at
EMS sites

15%

Health & safety

Continue to improve H&S
performance

Reduced Workman’s
Comp rates and training
costs due to missed
work; est. $0.5M
EBITDA impact

OSHA incident
rate

<0.5

% of North
American
sites following
One PCI risk
assessment
process

80%

Target survey
response rate

75%

Production scrap
%

<3%

USCC compliance
assessment
complete

100%

Establishment and
implementation of a
consistent product health
risk assessment process
(One PCI)
Complete safety perception
survey

Environmental
impact

Reduce production waste
to minimise landfill impact

Waste reduction; est.
$0.9M EBITDA impact

Complete external
environmental compliance
assessment by US
Compliance Corporation
to identify gaps in
environmental compliance

With increased ESG reporting requirements for trustees and the implementation of global environmental
reporting initiatives such as the TCFD, it is ever more important for private markets investment managers to
provide increased transparency in reporting to their investors. Notable progress in this area is emerging where
some investment managers are seeking to report on a range of impact-related items such as:
Amount of renewable power generated in MW from infrastructure investments
Amount of carbon emissions offset through energy saving measures
Number of patients treated within healthcare investments
Number of children taught within education investments
Employee and board level diversity and inclusion data

9. There is no guarantee that targets will be achieved or that the investment will be successful.
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WHAT IS THE LTAF?
IN NOVEMBER 2020, THE BANK OF ENGLAND, HER MAJESTY’S TREASURY (HMT) AND THE FCA CONVENED AN
INDUSTRY WORKING GROUP TO FACILITATE INVESTMENT IN PRODUCTIVE FINANCE.10 THE OVER-ARCHING AIM
OF THIS GROUP IS TO FURTHER STIMULATE LONG-TERM INVESTMENT IN PRIVATE COMPANIES AND ASSETS
WITH THE GOAL OF BOTH ADVANCING THE WIDER ECONOMY THROUGH INCREASED R&D, JOB CREATION AND
ENHANCED TECHNOLOGY WHILE CONCURRENTLY IMPROVING PENSION OUTCOMES FOR UK DC INVESTORS.
A key aim of the group is to broaden the range and choice of private markets investments for UK DC investors. Therefore,
the development of the Long Term Asset Fund (LTAF) was prioritised to ensure this structure would be commercially,
operationally and legally viable. In tandem, the FCA proposed the LTAF would be an open-ended authorised fund
that can invest in private markets assets and companies. Importantly, this would also provide investors with comfort
and confidence in investing in less liquid assets with the aim of achieving improved outcomes for DC members, while
simultaneously anticipating that businesses and infrastructure projects will benefit from greater access to long-term
capital supporting broader economic growth.

The Pensions and Lifetime Savings Association (PLSA):
Richard Butcher, PLSA Chair

Pension schemes are first, foremost and always about the interests of their members. In this context
investment choice is great for fiduciaries – and both the Prime Minister and Chancellor have made
it clear it is about choice. The more options available to us, the better we can build what is right for
those members. LTAFs offer a brand new way for schemes to invest and their addition to the stable of
opportunities gives fiduciaries more options. This is a good thing. Add to that, that LTAFs offer a real
opportunity for a win-win: an alignment of the national interest with the interests of pension fund
savers, and it’s easy to see why trustees might want to know more.

The LTAF is intended to have broad appeal for investors as the structure will be an open-ended fund, with frequently
published valuations and an element of liquidity (dependent upon the exact nature of the underlying private markets
assets) – with the aim of satisfying both platform and regulatory requirements.
From an investment manager’s perspective, the LTAF has increased flexibility on investment approach, resulting in
greater potential to provide private markets investments to DC investors in a format that wasn’t previously available.
LTAFs could take many forms, and depending upon the targeted asset classes and percentage of private markets, the
frequency of liquidity windows could vary, for example: monthly, quarterly, or even less frequently (alongside potential
notice periods).

10 https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/financial-stability/working-group-on-productive-finance
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Isio:
Jenny Roe, DC Investment Consultant

We believe that there is a strong case for investors to include illiquid assets as part of their overall
strategy, beyond traditional property allocations. However, DC schemes have tended to lag behind
the progress being made by DB schemes. We are encouraged by the FCA’s willingness to support the
development of the LTAF, which should help to address a number of the practical implementation
challenges and accelerate wider adoption across more DC schemes.
In our view, getting Master Trusts to incorporate illiquid assets within their default strategies
is going to be key to achieving the FCA’s objective of increasing exposure to these assets by DC
arrangements. The commercial head-winds will be demonstrating to existing and potential
customers of the Master Trust that the long-term benefits of having access to these assets will
outweigh any modest increase in charges.
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EXAMPLE CASE STUDIES
OF ACCESSING PRIVATE
MARKETS VIA AN LTAF
THE LTAF STRUCTURE ITSELF COULD BE ACCESSED DIRECTLY BY DC PENSION SCHEMES INTO A COMMINGLED
PROGRAMME, OR ALSO VIA A BESPOKE SEGREGATED MANDATE. IN ADDITION, LTAFS COULD BE ACCESSED
INDIRECTLY VIA MULTI ASSET PROGRAMMES, WHERE AN LTAF COULD FORM A SMALL ALLOCATION ALONGSIDE
OTHER INVESTMENT VEHICLES.

The Investment Association:
Imran Razvi, Senior Policy Adviser, Pensions & Institutional Market

Illiquid assets can offer significant benefits to DC scheme members, contributing to better outcomes
through enhanced portfolio risk and return characteristics.
However, DC schemes have traditionally found these investments difficult to access for a variety of
reasons, one of which has been the lack of a DC-friendly pooled vehicle for holding illiquid assets.
The LTAF has been developed specifically with the needs of DC schemes in mind: it offers genuine
illiquid exposure by matching the dealing terms of the fund with the liquidity profile of the underlying
assets and has the flexibility to offer a broad variety of illiquid strategies suited to the different phases
of a scheme’s investment strategy. The LTAF’s status as an FCA-regulated product and its integration
with the ‘permitted links’ investment rules means that DC investors will enjoy high standards of
product governance and customer protection as well as compatibility with the investment platform
architecture that is common across the DC market today. For those schemes seeking to build an
illiquid component into their default strategy, but not wishing to invest directly in the assets, LTAFs
will offer a high-quality pooled solution.

There are multiple potential investment strategies straddling the full spectrum of illiquid private markets assets that could
be accessed via the LTAF structure. The following case studies from the Investment Association provide an illustration of
how such future LTAFs could be created and the indicative asset class allocations, target returns and liquidity features.11

11 The Role of the Long-Term Asset Fund: IA Position Paper https://www.theia.org/sites/default/files/2021-02/20200731-ltafpositionpaper.pdf
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EXAMPLE: RENEWABLE ENERGY
INVESTMENT STRATEGY
The fund will invest in renewable energy projects in the UK,
such as wind turbine projects, solar energy farms, tidal power,
hydroelectricity and energy storage projects. Investment in these
projects will typically be made through unlisted equity and debt
security instruments. The fund can also invest in firms involved in
home energy products (e.g. solar panels) and energy saving projects
such as insulation and smart meters, though these will make a
typically smaller proportion of the fund.
No more than 10% of the NAV will be invested in any single project.
The fund will typically retain 5-10% in cash, and a further 10%
invested in listed or transferable securities in the renewable energy
sector. The latter is intended to provide a liquidity buffer while
ensuring the fund is invested in accordance with the main objective.

The fund invests in projects of varying sizes and in varying stake
sizes. This gives the fund some additional liquidity options, while also
ensuring significant exposure to long-term projects.

SUBSCRIPTION AND REDEMPTION TERMS
The fund offers annual redemptions only, on the last business day
of June, and requires a least 9 months’ notice of redemptions (i.e.
redemption notices must be submitted by the last day of September of
the year before).
The fund offers monthly subscriptions at NAV, which may be invested
in liquid securities until suitable projects become available.

EXAMPLE: RECOVERY CREDIT FUND
INVESTMENT STRATEGY

SUBSCRIPTION AND REDEMPTION TERMS

The fund will invest by both making private loans and purchasing
loans made and securities issued during the COVID 19 crisis. Loans
may be directly originated and will typically be made to companies
with annual revenues in excess of £30m. The loan portfolio may also
include syndicated loans. Other holdings may include structured
financial instruments such as asset-backed or mortgage-backed
securities.

To build scale, the fund launches with an initial offer period with a
founder’s share class with a discounted annual management charge
for the first 2 years of the fund, after which it is scheduled to increase.
The founder’s share class is available for the first 2 years of the fund,
after which it will be closed to new subscriptions. A new perpetual
share class is opended after the first 2 years of the fund.

Following a (two year) ramp-up period, no more than 5% of NAV at the
point of investment is invested in any single loan issue, and no more
than 10% of NAV at the point of investment is exposed to any issuer/
borrower.
The loan book has a range of maturities from 2 years to 10 years, with
around 7% of loans maturing every six months after the end of the
initial 2 year ramp-up period.

Following the inital offer period, the fund offers monthly subscription
points on the last business day of each month. During the inital 2
year ramp-up period, no redemptions can be made from the fund.
After 2 years, the fund permits redemptions every 6 months, on the
last business day of June and the last business day of December.
Investors must also give 6 months’ notice if they want to redeem. Any
redemption requests received within 6 months of the next valuation
point are held over until the next valuation point. Once submitted, a
notice of redemption cannot be withdrawn.

The fund will be allowed to make use of side pockets in the event of
non-performing loans.

EXAMPLE: PRIVATE MARKETS MULTI
INVESTMENT STRATEGY
The fund seeks to offer broad exposure to private markets by investing
in a range of institutional funds (corporate and limited partnerships)
offering exposure to private equity, private credit, infrastructure, real
estate and forestry.
The fund can also invest in listed securities providing exposure to
the above asset classes. Since the fund will invest mainly in closed
ended funds by staggering lifecycles, it anticipates investment in the
listed securities to be higher during the early ramp-up years as it
awaits suitable entry points in the underlying funds, and reducing its
investments in listed securities as more of the fund is invested on a
rolling basis in closed ended funds offering exposure to underlying
funds. The fund aims to stagger the maturities of the underlying
closed ended funds, providing a pool of liquidity that can be either
rolled over into new investments or used to meet redemptions.

least 70% of all commmited capital. It anticipates being able to meet
the remaining capital commitments from future inflows, but has
borrowing facilities in place to meet its commitments should it not
receive the future flows.

SUBSCRIPTION AND REDEMPTION TERMS
The fund allows subscriptions every two weeks, on the 15th (or last
business day before) and the last business day of each month. It has
quarterly redemption points, but investors must give a minimum of
6 months’ notice.
The fund retains the ability to defer redemptions where these are over
10% of the fund.

The fund has a borrowing facility of up to 30% of NAV. It ensures that
at any one time, it holds sufficient cash or listed securities to cover at
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EXAMPLE: GENERAL INFRASTRUCTURE FUND
INVESTMENT STRATEGY
The fund will invest in key infrastructure projects, including transport
such as road and rail networks, bridges, ports, airports; utility
infrastructure such as broadband delivery, telecommunications,
power grids and water treatment/pipelines, and energy storage and
delivery; primarily for the purposes of generating reliable income
streams. Investment in these projects will typically be made through
unlisted debt security instruments and unlisted equity and quasiequity instruments, although some assets may also be held via
collective investment vehicles.
No more than 10% of the NAV will be invested in any single project.
The fund will typically retain 5-10% in cash. The fund will also
be able to invest in listed or transferable securities relating to
infrastructure, e.g. if there is temporarily a surplus of cash awaiting
suitable investment opportunities, though these are not expected to
exceed 20% of the fund’s overall assets once the fund is fully invested.
Holdings in cash, listed and transferable securities are expected to be
much higher as a percentage of the fund in its first two years following
launch, while the fund is building scale and awaiting completion of
private investment transactions.

The fund will invest in projects of varying sizes and in varying stake
sizes. This gives the fund some additional liquidity options, while also
ensuring significant exposure to long-term projects.

SUBSCRIPTION AND REDEMPTION TERMS
The fund offers annual redemptions only, on the last business day
of September, and requires 12 months’ notice of redemptions (i.e.
redemption notices must be submitted by the last day of September of
the year before).
The fund offers monthly subscriptions at NAV, which may be invested
in liquid securities until suitable projects become availble.

Eversheds Sutherland:
Richard Batchelor, Partner

The introduction of the LTAF for investment by DC schemes is a welcome development for DC
investment into private markets. To date, there have been a number of barriers to entry for DC
schemes, including legal and regulatory barriers as well as platform, administration and operational
issues. One of the key benefits of the LTAF is that it has the potential to unlock some of those barriers,
particularly on the regulatory side as it will be an investment that is itself eligible to be held on the
life platforms for default funds without having to undertake a complex analysis of the underlying
portfolio and without being constrained by the proportion of the life fund that can be invested in the
LTAF. Other flexibilities afforded to the LTAF around the eligible assets, liquidity and valuation are
all helpful in the context of private markets. It is clear, however, that the LTAF will not be the solution
for all private market strategies targeting DC schemes, particularly closed-ended strategies. The LTAF
also forms part of wider initiatives to build confidence for DC investment into private markets. We
look forward to the introduction of the DWP’s changes to the charges cap related to incorporating
performance fees within the charges cap and to its further consideration of the application of the look
through obligation where a fund invests in underlying funds. While these changes will unlikely be a
complete solution, we hope that they will give the industry confidence to find solutions for strategies for
which the LTAF is not suitable.
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CONCLUSION
In summary, the attractions of private markets investments are generally well understood, and the notion of long-term
investing aligns well with investment horizons of DC members. By adopting such a longer-term mindset to investing, with
the increased choice and flexibility LTAF structures can bring, DC investors are well placed to take advantage of what
private markets have to offer.
That said, such decisions should not be taken lightly, and there are various considerations that trustees should be aware of
when contemplating investing in private markets via an LTAF structure. The following provides a checklist for trustees to
assist them with their decision-making:

CHECKLIST FOR TRUSTEES
What type of private markets investments/asset classes do DC members want to have exposure to?
What is an appropriate allocation to such illiquid investments and how will the scheme handle the
illiquidity of the assets and less frequent trading ability?
What would be the anticipated impact on net of fees returns and costs from an allocation to
private markets?
Can the investment manager build a diversified portfolio of private markets while handling
regular DC inflows?
Does the investment manager have expertise in sourcing, performing due diligence and
monitoring private markets investments?
How will the manager incorporate ESG and climate-related objectives into the private markets
investments?
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GLOSSARY

MS

Private markets

Encompasses asset classes such as private equity, private debt, private
infrastructure and private real estate. Investments that are not traded on a stock
exchange and are held privately

Value creation

The absolute monetary gain or loss created, net of all costs and fees. Value
creation is calculated as net asset value + distributions - contributions

Investment return

A percentage based performance indicator, also called IRR, which measures
the amount of money an investment makes as a percentage of the total amount
invested

Due diligence

The analysis and research performed by investment professionals on potential
investment opportunities

Yield

The income component from an investment, akin to a dividend

ESG

Environmental, social and governance, factors that can be considered when
investing in addition to financial returns

Illiquidity

An asset which is not easily traded, and typically requires long holding periods

Single assets

Where an investment is made into an individual company, project or asset,
typically directly, e.g. a private equity business, infrastructure project or a real
estate building

Commingled funds

A commingled (or ‘pooled’) fund is a fund consisting of capital from several
investors that are combined together

Gating

The ability for managers to introduce investor protections to restrict the outflows
from a fund to prevent scenarios where investor redemptions may outweigh the
ability for a manager to sell assets
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Disclaimer: This guide is for information only. It does not represent legal advice.
While the authors have endeavoured to ensure that information is accurate and
up to date as at the date of publication, the PLSA and Partners Group do not
accept liability or responsibility for any loss or damage occasioned to any person
acting or refraining from acting on any information contained in this guide.
Specialist legal or other professional advice should be sought before acting upon
the information contained in this guide.

